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Modern acoustic design is creating concert halls with
unprecedented dynamic range and breathing new life
into old halls. Tim Glynne-Jones asks what’s brought
about this new level of aural clarity
Regular readers of this magazine will have seen a number of articles that mention new concert
halls. During the research we have noticed that it has become commonplace to mention the
acoustic designers behind these projects, not just on the large halls but on the small, lower-budget
constructions too. It seems that the field of acoustic design has raised the bar in recent years and
the results are evident across the board: in high-profile venues that wow audiences with their
acoustic brilliance, such as Symphony Hall in Birmingham, right down to the local school hall.
According to Trevor Cox, Professor of Acoustics at Salford University in England, the science of
acoustic design hasn’t changed significantly but the tools have. “Since the ’80s the big development
has been computers and the availability of modelling to allow us to have a much better idea of
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how the concert hall will sound before it’s built.
There have been increases in knowledge: we know
more about what performers want and we know
more about how sound from the side affects how
people listen, but that’s probably not as significant
as computers, which can run on little desktops and
allow design.”
In allowing designers and architects greater
flexibility and foresight, the introduction of
computer modelling has made the whole process
quicker and cheaper, and thus brought it within
the reach of smaller organisations with smaller
budgets. Adrian James, who runs his own
acoustic design firm, Adrian James Acoustics, in
the UK, reckons jobs that previously required ten
man-years of labour now require around three.
And he gives a graphic example as to why.
“For the refurbishment of the Royal Albert
Hall about fifteen years ago, I did the masterplan
design and then a firm of Dutch consultants came
in and built, I think, a 1:12 scale model of the
Albert Hall. It was huge! It’s currently sitting in
their back yard in Amsterdam and they use it as
a bicycle shed. It meant they could have all the

Opposite page: Symphony Hall, Birmingham, has a remarkable dynamic
range, thanks to Artec’s attention to establishing silence as a blank canvas
Top: Royal Albert Hall, London, redesigned to a plan by Adrian James, with
the help of a large scale model, some helium and an audience of Barbies
Above: Adrian James at work, taking measurements
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seats in and they filled them full of Barbie dolls,
because they wanted to know the effect of putting
the audience in. They had to cut the long hair off
the Barbie dolls because not all the audience has
long hair. And you then have to start doing all
sorts of daft things like introducing helium into
the model, because you have to scale everything,
not just the physical dimensions but the acoustic
characteristics of every material that you put in. Air
absorbs sound at a certain frequency and helium
has about twelve times the acoustic absorption of
air. So it was a horrendously complicated process.
“It worked,” James continues, “but we can
now do exactly the same thing with computer
modelling rather than having to go to all the
hassle of building the hall and filling it with
helium. It’s made it much more available, and the
other brilliant thing is that I could send you WAV
files of what it would sound like in any position
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Top: Ed Arenius, Tateo Nakajima
and Todd Brooks from New York
based Artec Consultants
Above: vineyard terracing at
Berliner Philharmonie helps to
deliver lateral sound throughout
the auditorium

with any kind of instrument. But,” he adds, “you
still need the same level of expertise to build a
computer model.”
Much of the acoustician’s work lies in fine details,
such as cutting out unwanted background noise.
In this respect, New York firm Artec Consultants,
whose many notable projects include Harpa hall
in Reykjavik and Symphony Hall in Birmingham,
has led the way.
“Something the average listener or music lover
doesn’t always consciously think about is the
importance of having silence as a blank canvas
for the performers,” says Artec partner Ed Arenius.
“That sometimes separates a good hall from a great
hall, just the level of background noise, regardless
of all the other details that go into the design.
“I would say probably over 50 per cent of the
work we do is focused on ensuring silence. So you
don’t hear any sounds from outside the building
or adjacent spaces, but also in a modern concert
hall you have many building systems – ventilation,
electrical systems, all sorts of new technologies,
high-speed hand dryers in the rest rooms –
things that make noise that must not be audible
at all within the concert hall, so that you get the
maximum dynamic range.”
Fellow Artec partner Tateo Nakajima expands
upon this. “If the place has background noise then
you never get those moments when the last note is
just fading away into the air and everyone’s holding
their breath. If that magical moment is interrupted
by fan noise from the outside, the moment is gone.”
Artec’s attention to detail is fast becoming the
established norm, according to Cox. “I don’t think
there’s anything new in the design but maybe we’ve
just learnt how to take that attention to detail that’s
required and it’s become quite routine. In fact,
modern concert halls are so quiet that the audience
is louder than the background noise of the hall. The
background noise in halls like Birmingham is below
the breathing noise of the audience.”
Cox echoes Nakajima’s point about extraneous
noises. “You can get 99 per cent of the design
things right but if the hand dryers leak into the
hall it doesn’t matter about the 99 per cent you got
right, you got one per cent wrong. The attention
to detail in the back of halls is quite staggering.
It’s all about the weakest link, and it only takes a
bit of carelessness in construction by the builders
to ruin it all.”
Once silence is established, the next consideration
is establishing the ideal relationship between the
audience and the performers. Acoustically that
means delivering the sound from the stage to every
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part of the hall at the highest possible quality,
and here the shape of the hall is key. “Over the
20th century the shape of concert halls became
properly understood,” says Cox. “We didn’t really
understand, until people started thinking about the
fact we have two ears, why classic concert halls like
the narrow, tall shoebox shape you get in Boston
[Symphony Hall] is good, and it’s all about getting
sound from the side. It’s only back in the late ’60s
and ’70s that that was proved scientifically and that
led to a revolution in design.”
That revolution has enabled a major enhancement
in acoustic quality in big halls through a layout
known as ‘vineyard terracing’, where blocks of
audiences are divided up like the parcels of vines
within a vineyards, with intermediate walls helping
to deliver lateral sound. A notable example is
Berliner Philharmonie. The great advantage of
this is that halls can be shaped wide and shallow
to keep the audience close to the stage, while
providing them with the lateral acoustics of a long,
narrow hall like Boston.
Proximity is key to the performer-audience
relationship, as Nakajima explains. “A lot of

Top: Salle Pleyel in Paris following
Artec’s redesign, which included
adjustment of the seating rakes
and new side balconies to
improve sightlines and enhance
the acoustic environment
Above: Salle Pleyel before the
renovation work was carried out

that relationship, even though you experience it
acoustically, is about visual connection and vice
versa. The two are inextricably linked, which
is why we view them as a single specialism.” In
other words, the closer the audience feel to the
performers, the better they perceive the sound to
be, and Artec applies this principle by designing
STEINWAY & SONS | ISSUE ONE 2013
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halls to give the perception of proximity. In stark
contrast to the large, fan-shaped halls that were
de rigueur in the ’40s, ’50s and ’60s, they reduce
the footprint of the room, stack the walls with
balconies and put seats behind the orchestra, all
with the aim of making the audience feel closer to
the performers. Nakajima cites the historic Salle
Pleyel in Paris, which he worked on along with
Arenius and fellow Artec partner Todd Brooks,
as a shining example of how they have applied
these principles.
“The difference in the sense of envelopment, the
closeness to the artist and the interaction was so
dramatic that that, coupled with the changes in the
acoustics, which were significant as well, is truly
a transformation that was a very strong example
of the difference between doing those things right
and not doing them.”
Artec’s attention to detail comes right down to
the colour, shape and materials of the fixtures and
fittings. “The perception of sound is coloured by
what’s on the walls, the colours etc. Brass railings
give the perception of a bright sound.”

Top: the Capstone building at
Liverpool Hope University, which
required a bespoke eletroacoustic system to be designed
by Adrian James Acoustics
Above: a fine example of top
quality acoustics being achieved
on a small budget at Hampton
School, London, designed by
Adrian James Acoustics

James also acknowledges the relationship
between the acoustic and other sensory influences.
“We don’t think that you can separate what you
hear from what you see and what you feel. If you
were to walk into a very large marble building and
it sounded dead, you’d be pretty uncomfortable
with it. Likewise, a small theatre that sounded like
a concert hall would feel wrong.”
While all these factors are better understood
than they were, say, twenty-five years ago and
have contributed to the enhanced acoustics of
the world’s concert halls, the scientific expertise
applied by acousticians is not to be overlooked.
Achieving the remarkable balance of loudness and
clarity, as Artec did at Birmingham Symphony Hall,
requires complex geometry and clever applications
like sound canopies and reverberance chambers.
As James points out, “The most challenging
projects aren’t the big concert halls with the vast
budgets, it’s the funny little jobs that come in
on a tight budget and have some fundamental
limitations to them.”
His biggest challenge of recent years was at the
All-Steinway Liverpool Hope University. “We did
the Capstone Theatre for them, which is only a
little hall, about 250 seats, designed four or five
years ago. We were brought in very late and it
just physically didn’t work; there wasn’t enough
space for us to build something that was intended
to have a full-sized orchestra and some very
professional players in there. So we had to fiddle
it electronically. We had to design an electroacoustic system, which would make it sound like
a natural hall.”
The result was remarkable – good enough to
convince two esteemed musicians that it was natural.
“Joanna McGregor and Vasily Petrenko both
came in at various stages and said, ‘Hey, this
sounds really good. What’s all this about having
an electro-acoustic system? You don’t need it...’ and
then we turned it off. So you’ve got two very good
performers there who were unable to tell that, in
fact, we were cheating.”
But electronic enhancement is the last resort.
As Nakajima points out, the live environment will
never replicate the precise sound quality of the
hi-fi at home, but it offers something different in
exchange. “What we find with halls is that, once
they get to a certain level of quality, we’re no
longer talking about quality, we’re talking about
personality,” he says. “I think we’re realising
that each hall has a contribution to make as an
environment that works with the musician to
communicate to people.” n
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Speakers corner
While acoustic designers seek optimum
sound quality in the auditorium, speaker
designers are coming ever closer to
replicating the real thing in the home
If the Swiss lead the world in quality
watchmaking, the Danes can claim
to be the nation that’s done more
than any other for high end hifi.
It was a Danish physicist, Hans
Christian Ørsted, who, in 1820,
discovered the relationship between
electricity and magnetic currents,
which laid the foundations for sound
recording and reproduction. And it
was another Dane, Peter L Jensen,
who first applied this knowledge to
create the moving coil loudspeaker,
together with Edwin Pridham, nearly
a century later in 1915. In between,
Valdemar Poulsen had invented
the magnetic wire recorder, the
precursor to the tape recorder.
Why Denmark should have taken
electronic sound reproduction as its
specialism is anyone’s guess, though
the influence of these pioneers
must have been a factor. In their
wake have come
a number of hifi
m anufac t urers
whose names are
familiar among
the very best
in the business:
Bang & Olufsen,
Lyngdorf, DALI…
In the case of
the last two, it’s
speakers that are
the speciality.
About six years
ago, Steinway
& Sons asked
Lyngdorf if they
could build a
speaker
that
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reproduced the live sound of a
Steinway Model D concert grand
piano. Lyngdorf duly obliged and
a succession of Steinway Lyngdorf
speakers has been made ever since,
the latest being the acclaimed Model
LS Concert, released last year. These
cabinets are 8ft tall and 16in wide,
each housing fifteen mid-range
drivers and eight tweeters. In
October the Steinway Lyngdorf
Model LS Concert speakers received
a glowing review in Wired magazine
under the strapline “When God and
Mozart Hang Out, They Listen to
These Speakers”.
DALI (short for Danish Audiophile
Loudspeaker Industries) celebrates
its thirtieth birthday this year – three
decades dedicated to research and
development in the interests of
flawless sound reproduction. Early
in 2012 the company launched a
new flagship range, Epicon, which
it claims takes the listener “one step
closer to the real thing” – the real
thing being live performance.
The secret ingredient inside
these speakers is what DALI calls
its Linear Drive Magnet System, a
technical innovation which reduces
distortion like never before. The
outward appearance is beautifully
simple (a feature of Danish design),
with cabinets finished in high-gloss
wood veneer.
Ørsted would have appreciated
the understated, natural look of
these extraordinary speakers but,
even for a physicist as open-minded
as him, the clarity of sound would
have seemed like witchcraft.

Acoustic expertise at home
Our featured acousticians offer their top tips for
enhancing your home entertainment.
“Get the room
dimensions right.
You actually need
quite a big room.
Make sure that
before you put any
loudspeakers in, the
room doesn’t have
any nasty flutter
echoes. If you stand
in the middle of
most living rooms,
which have parallel
plastered walls, and
you clap your hands, you can hear a flutter echo
running between the two. Get rid of those, get
the acoustic of the room sorted out first and
then put your loudspeakers and hifi system into
it. And from that point just use your ears. You
are the ultimate arbiter. Different people have
different tastes.”
Adrian James, Director,
Adrian James Acoustics
“Get the loud
speakers in the
right place – not
one up on the
ceiling and one
stuck behind a pot
plant. It should
be an equilateral
triangle between
you and the
speakers. A room
creates quite a
lot of distortions.
Think
about
a ping-pong ball bouncing round the room
between you and the speakers and get rid of
those reflections. There are two treatments:
you can either absorb it – that’s fluffy stuff – or
you can scatter it – that’s bumpy stuff. So a bit
of carpet on the floor, a book case on the wall
or a curtain.”
Trevor Cox, Professor of
Acoustics, Salford University

